
  1   Cybernetics and Socialism 

 The more I reflect on these facts, the more I perceive that the evolutionary approach to adapta-

tion in social systems simply will not work any more. . . . It has therefore become clear to me over 

the years that I am advocating revolution. 

 —Stafford Beer, Address to the Fifth Annual Conference of the Pierre Teilhard de Chardin Associa-

tion of Great Britain and Ireland, October 1970 

 In July 1971, the British cybernetician Stafford Beer received an unexpected letter from 

Chile. Its contents would dramatically change Beer’s life. The writer was a young Chil-

ean engineer named Fernando Flores, who was working for the government of newly 

elected Socialist president Salvador Allende. Flores wrote that he was familiar with 

Beer’s work in management cybernetics and was “now in a position from which it is 

possible to implement on a national scale—at which cybernetic thinking becomes a 

necessity—scientific views on management and organization.”  1   Flores asked Beer for 

advice on how to apply cybernetics to the management of the nationalized sector of 

the Chilean economy, which was expanding quickly because of Allende’s aggressive 

nationalization policy. 

 Less than a year earlier, Allende and his leftist coalition, Popular Unity (UP), had se-

cured the presidency and put Chile on a road toward socialist change. Allende’s victory 

resulted from the failure of previous Chilean governments to resolve such problems 

as economic dependency, economic inequality, and social inequality using less drastic 

means. His platform made the nationalization of major industries a top priority, an ef-

fort Allende later referred to as “the first step toward the making of structural changes.”  2   

The nationalization effort would not only transfer foreign- owned and privately owned 

industries to the Chilean people, it would “abolish the pillars propping up that minor-

ity that has always condemned our country to underdevelopment,” as Allende referred 

to the industrial monopolies controlled by a handful of Chilean families.  3   The majority 

of parties in the UP coalition believed that by changing Chile’s economic base, they 

would subsequently be able to bring about institutional and ideological change within 

the nation’s established legal framework, a facet that set Chile’s path to socialism apart 
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from that of other socialist nations, such as Cuba or the Soviet Union.  4   Flores worked 

for the Chilean State Development Corporation, the agency responsible for leading the 

nationalization effort. Although Flores was only twenty- eight when he wrote Beer, he 

held the third- highest position in the development agency and a leadership role in the 

Chilean nationalization process. 

 Beer found the Chilean invitation irresistible. Flores was offering him a chance to 

apply his ideas on management on a national level and during a moment of political 

transformation. Beer decided he wanted to do more than simply offer advice, and his 

response to Flores was understandably enthusiastic. “Believe me, I would surrender any 

of my retainer contracts I now have for the chance of working on this,” Beer wrote. 

“That is because I believe your country is really going to do it.”  5   Four months later, 

the cybernetician arrived in Chile to serve as a management consultant to the Chilean 

government. 

 This connection between a Chilean technologist working for a socialist government 

and a British consultant specializing in management cybernetics would lead to Project 

Cybersyn, an ambitious effort to create a computer system to manage the Chilean na-

tional economy in close to real time using technologies that, in most cases, were not 

cutting edge. Such a connection between British cybernetics and Chilean socialism 

was rather unusual, not only because of their geographical separation but also because 

they represented very specific strains of scientific or political thought. As I argue in 

this chapter, Beer and Flores joined forces in part because Beer and Popular Unity were 

exploring similar intellectual terrain in the different domains of science and politics. 

 Beer’s writings on management cybernetics differed from the contemporaneous 

work taking place in the U.S. military and think tanks such as RAND that led to the de-

velopment of computer systems for top- down command and control. From the 1950s 

onward, Beer had drawn from his understanding of the human nervous system to 

propose a form of management that allowed businesses to adapt quickly to a changing 

environment. A major theme in Beer’s writings was finding a balance between central-

ized and decentralized control, and in particular how to ensure the stability of the 

entire firm without sacrificing the autonomy of its component parts. 

 Similarly, the Popular Unity government confronted the challenge of how to imple-

ment substantial social, political, and economic changes without sacrificing Chile’s 

preexisting constitutional framework of democracy. A distinguishing feature of Chile’s 

socialist process was the determination to expand the reach of the state without sac-

rificing the nation’s existing civil liberties and democratic institutions. Both Beer and 

Popular Unity were thus deeply interested in ways of maintaining organizational 

stability in the context of change and finding a balance between autonomy and 

cohesion. 

 For Beer and the Popular Unity government, these were not simply questions of in-

tellectual interest; they also shaped practice. Beer applied his understanding of adaptive 
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control to improve industrial management in areas ranging from steel production to 

publishing. In the Chilean context, understandings of democratic socialism shaped the 

relationships among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government 

and influenced economic policy. These conceptual commonalities, combined with the 

emphasis both Beer and Popular Unity put on translating these ideas into action, led 

Flores to contact Beer and motivated Beer to accept Flores’s consulting invitation. 

 Beer occupies a central role in this chapter and in this book as a whole. Some of the 

key ideas in his cybernetic writings before his first trip to Chile in 1971 show the cor-

respondence between his cybernetics and Chilean socialism. Nevertheless, it is impor-

tant to recognize that Beer was only one person in a highly collaborative transnational 

team. He may have come to Chile thinking that he would bring the ideas he formed in 

Britain to Latin America and apply them in a developing world context. However, read-

ers should keep in mind that Beer’s work in Chile, and with members of the Chilean 

government, transformed him personally, enriched his thinking on cybernetics and 

government, and took his work and life in new directions. 

 Understanding Beer’s ideas at the outset of his Chilean collaboration is key to un-

derstanding the eventual design of Project Cybersyn and why its designers believed 

the design was consistent with the values of Chilean socialism, which I discuss in 

subsequent chapters. This brief analysis of management cybernetics will also make 

clear why Flores viewed Beer’s work as potentially beneficial to the Chilean road to 

socialism. This chapter introduces the reader to the interdisciplinary postwar science 

of cybernetics and contextualizes Beer’s work in the field. Most important, the chapter 

argues that the synergy between Beer (cybernetics) and Flores (politics) was based on a 

mutual understanding of core problems in the history of both areas. Specifically, how 

do you create a system that can maintain its organizational stability while facilitating 

dramatic change, and how do you safeguard the cohesion of the whole without sacrific-

ing the autonomy of its parts? 

 Stafford Beer 

 The history of cybernetics is filled with curious characters, and Stafford Beer was 

not an exception. He wore a long beard for much of his life, habitually smoked ci-

gars, and drank whiskey from a hip flask while discussing scientific ideas late into 

the night. He included his own poetry and drawings in his scientific publications. 

Later in his life he gave up many of his material possessions and lived in a small cot-

tage in Wales lacking running water, central heating, and a telephone line.  6   Beer has 

been described as a “swashbuckling pirate of a man,” a “cross between Orson Welles 

and Socrates,” and a guru.  7   His writings addressed subjects as diverse as economic de-

velopment, socialism, management science, terrorism, and even tantric yoga. Beer 

was born in 1926 and died in 2002. He was married twice, the first time to Cynthia 
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Hannaway (1947) and the second time to Sallie Steadman (1968), and fathered seven 

children.  8   

 Among the cybernetics community in the 1950s and 1960s, Beer stands out as some-

one who built a lucrative private- sector career in the application of cybernetic concepts. 

By age thirty (1956), Beer was the director of the Department of Operational Research 

and Cybernetics for all of United Steel, the biggest steel company in Europe.  9   At United 

Steel, Beer managed more than seventy professionals and supervised pioneering work 

in computer simulation.  10   

 In 1961, when he was thirty- five, Beer left United Steel to codirect the new consulting 

firm Science in General Management (SIGMA), where he applied cybernetic ideas and op-

erations research (OR) techniques to problems in industry and government (  figure 1.1 ).  11   

Jonathan Rosenhead, former president of the Operational Research Society, described 

SIGMA as “the first substantial operational research consultancy in the UK,” and it grew 

to more than fifty employees under Beer’s leadership.  12   Beer doubled his salary while 

working at SIGMA and lived comfortably. He owned a Rolls Royce and a home in the 

stockbroker belt of Surrey, England. He named the home Firkins after a unit for measur-

ing beer, and he furnished it with eccentricities, including a goldfish pond in the study, 

a sound- activated waterfall in the dining room, and walls covered with cork and fur.  13   

 Figure 1.1 

 Stafford Beer, ca. 1961–1966, when he was employed at SIGMA. Image reproduced with permis-

sion from Constantin Malik. Original kept at Liverpool John Moores University, Learning and 

Information Services, Special Collections and Archives. 
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  Beer left SIGMA after five years and accepted a position as the development director 

for International Publishing Corporation (IPC), then the largest publishing company 

in the world. There he applied management science techniques and computer technol-

ogy to improve company operations and started a research and development unit that 

advanced printing technology as well as new forms of information and image transfer 

using computers. His obituary reveals that he coined the term  data highway  during this 

period, thirty years before high- tech pundits adopted the term  information superhighway  

to describe the Internet.  14   In 1970 Beer left IPC to work as an independent consultant, 

and this was what he was doing when Flores contacted him. 

 Beer was a prolific writer, publishing ten books on cybernetics in his lifetime. In 

the ten years between 1961 and 1971, Beer published two books; eight book chapters; 

twenty- one papers, one of which appeared in the premier science journal  Nature ; and 

twenty- five articles for popular, business, and scientific publications.  15   Although Beer 

identified himself as a cybernetician, he was arguably better known for his contribu-

tions to operations research, and served as the president of the British Operational 

Research Society (1970–1971). His book  Decision and Control  won the 1966 Frederick W. 

Lanchester Prize of the Operations Research Society of America for the best English- 

language publication of the year in operations research and management science. 

 Despite his primary ties to industry rather than academia, Beer was well connected 

with the cybernetic elite in Europe and in the United States.  16   “My stroke of luck was 

that I came into this field [cybernetics] just as it was getting under way,” Beer told me. 

His charismatic and extroverted personality most likely helped him build his profes-

sional network as well. Beer rubbed elbows with some of the leading scientific thinkers 

of his day, such as Warren McCulloch, Heinz von Foerster, Ross Ashby, and Claude 

Shannon. Beer met Norbert Wiener, the famous MIT mathematician credited for coin-

ing the term  cybernetics , in 1960 during Beer’s first trip to the United States, shortly 

after the publication of his first book,  Cybernetics and Management  (1959).  17   “Everyone 

called [Wiener] the father of cybernetics, and he very sweetly called me the father of 

management cybernetics,” Beer said.  18   This title stayed with Beer for the rest of his life. 

 Beer’s accomplishments are even more striking considering that he never received 

an undergraduate degree. At sixteen he began his studies at the University College Lon-

don, where he took classes in philosophy, mathematics, psychology, neurophysiology, 

and statistics. His studies were cut short by mandatory military service in the British 

armed forces.  19   Later he received a master’s degree from the University of Manchester 

Business School, which the university awarded so Beer would have the qualifications 

to teach on its faculty. In 2000, when Beer was seventy- three years old, the University 

of Sunderland recognized the cybernetician’s published work by awarding him a doctor 

of science degree. 

 While Beer enjoyed many professional successes, he also attracted controversy. His 

willingness to tackle big problems and propose uncommon solutions drew devoted 
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followers as well as vocal critics, and both sides expressed their opinions of him quite 

passionately. Beer’s charisma and bold claims made him an admired, larger- than- life 

figure to some and, as he acknowledged, caused others to regard him as a charlatan.  20   

One prominent member of the British operations research community opined that 

Beer’s propensity for making grand claims and modeling complex systems in their en-

tirety proved more off- putting than persuasive to some, as did his preference for prose 

over mathematics. Throughout Beer’s life the same characteristics that were regarded as 

his greatest strengths also fueled his critics. One journalist described him as “a frighten-

ingly articulate man.”  21   

 Beer’s interests spanned poetry, Eastern philosophy, neuroscience, and management, 

but he always identified himself first as a cybernetician. When he read Wiener’s book 

 Cybernetics  a few years after its publication in 1948, he said it “blew my mind.” He real-

ized, “This is what I’m trying to do.”  22   Cybernetics, which Wiener defined as the study 

of “control and communication in the animal and the machine,” brought together 

ideas from across the disciplines—mathematics, engineering, and neurophysiology, 

among others—and applied them toward understanding the behavior of mechanical, 

biological, and social systems.  23   The interdisciplinary scope of the new field appealed 

to Beer, and he saw how such concepts could be applied to industrial management. 

He created a new definition of cybernetics that better fit his work in management: for 

Beer, cybernetics became the “science of effective organization.” While Beer drew from 

Wiener and other major figures in cybernetic history, his focus on management and 

his willingness to apply cybernetic concepts to government organizations and political 

change processes set him apart from other prominent members of the field. 

 Cybernetics 

 Wiener did not originate the term  cybernetics , but he was the one who made it famous.  24   

In 1947 Wiener used the term to describe a collective body of research that combined 

such formerly disparate topics as the mathematical theory of messages, the study of 

computation and automata, and the functioning of the neurosystem. Cybernetics 

brought these fields together to help postulate the shared characteristics of machines 

and organisms in the areas of communication, feedback, and control so that these be-

haviors could be better understood. The word  cybernetics  derived from the Greek word 

 kubernêtês,  or steersman, a choice that recognized the steering engines of ships as “one 

of the earliest and best developed forms of feedback mechanisms.”  25   In ancient Greece 

the  kubernêtês  was a human being who directed the 170 oarsmen powering a trireme 

warship and told the rowers to change their activities based on the current speed and 

course of the craft. 

 Another translation of  kubernêtês  is “governor.” Steam engines such as those created 

by James Watt in the eighteenth century used centrifugal governors to measure the 
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speed of the engine and regulate the amount of steam that entered the engine cham-

ber. Wiener’s reference to these early regulators highlights the feedback and control 

aspects of cybernetics that fascinated the originators of the field. Although Wiener 

dates the beginning of cybernetics to around 1942, subsequent historical scholarship 

has linked the field to earlier work in servomechanisms, radar, telephony, and control 

engineering.  26   

 Cybernetics has many origin stories, but all link the field to research by Wiener and 

MIT engineer Julian Bigelow that the U.S. government funded during World War II. The 

challenge was to create an antiaircraft servomechanism capable of accurately aiming 

weapons to shoot down an enemy aircraft. Bigelow and Wiener viewed the antiaircraft 

challenge as a problem of feedback, or circular causality, that included the machine 

as well as the human operator and his decision- making processes.  27   Their inclusion of 

the human operator led the pair to consult with the Mexican neurophysiologist Arturo 

Rosenblueth, whom Wiener had gotten to know while Rosenblueth was on the faculty 

of Harvard Medical School in the early 1930s. With Rosenblueth’s help the group began 

to see the similarity between the physiological forms of feedback found in the human 

brain and those that were needed in the antiaircraft servomechanism. For example, the 

mock gun turret Wiener and Bigelow built to test their predictive fire- control appara-

tus would sometimes swing wildly from one side to another. Rosenblueth associated 

this behavior with a “purpose tremor,” a neurological disorder that caused people to 

swing their arms from side to side when they tried to pick up an object. Although the 

latter stemmed from a problem in the cerebellum, the area of the brain in charge of 

sensory perception and motor control, and the former from a problem in circuit de-

sign, Rosenblueth, Wiener, and Bigelow came to see both as problems of feedback, or 

control through error correction. The study of feedback processes in machines, organ-

isms, and social organizations became a distinguishing feature of cybernetic work and 

departed from the linear cause- and- effect relationships that, until then, had dominated 

scientific practice. 

 In 1948, Wiener published these and other insights in the book  Cybernetics , which 

popularized the new science. It “took the postwar engineering world by storm,” ac-

cording to Wiener biographers Flo Conway and Jim Siegelman.  28   The insights about 

feedback processes in machines and organisms that were advanced by Wiener and 

others in the “cybernetics group” appealed to researchers in a range of disciplines, 

including engineering, mathematics, psychology, physiology, and the social sciences. 

Cybernetic practitioners tried to create a universal science by devising a universal 

language. This new language allowed cybernetics to make disciplinary “border cross-

ings” and thus increase its legitimacy as a useful way of viewing the world.  29   However, 

the interpretative flexibility and broad applicability of cybernetic ideas also caused 

some in the scientific community to dismiss the field as a pseudoscience that lacked 

disciplinary rigor.  30   
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 Wiener’s book had substantial influence on both sides of the Atlantic.  Cybernetics  

inspired engineers to introduce feedback into industrial regulation processes. Conway 

and Siegelman assert that “the postwar explosion of industrial expansion, economic 

growth, and technological progress owed much to Wiener’s work” and that cybernet-

ics shaped research in such areas as electronics and fueled both the production and 

consumption of electronic goods.  31    Cybernetics  was also one of the rare technical books 

to become a crossover hit with the general public; it went through five printings in 

the six months after its release. Wiener and his work were featured in the popular 

magazines  Time ,  Newsweek ,  Life , the  New Yorker , and  Fortune.  The connections the book 

drew between machines and living organisms captured the public’s interest, making 

both cybernetics and Norbert Wiener household words.  32   In its review of  Cybernet-

ics ,  Time  posited that computers might eventually learn “like monstrous and preco-

cious children racing through grammar school” and that “wholly automatic factories 

are just around the corner.”  33   Such statements fueled the public imagination about 

the future of technology and the social ramifications of the new electronic computer, 

which, like cybernetics, had also grown out of wartime research. The term took on a 

futuristic appeal. 

 Within the academic community, cybernetics promoted a model of scientific re-

search that differed from the departmental structure found on most university cam-

puses in the 1940s. From its earliest days cybernetics valued the cross- disciplinary 

pollination that occurred when experts from a variety of fields convened to discuss 

a common problem. The conferences organized by the Josiah Macy Foundation from 

1946 to 1953, which laid the groundwork for the field of cybernetics, are the most no-

table example of such collaboration. For example, the attendance list at the first Macy 

conference included the anthropologist Gregory Bateson, neurophysiologist Warren 

McCulloch, mathematician John von Neumann, anthropologist Margaret Mead, lo-

gician Walter Pitts, Rosenblueth, Bigelow, and Wiener, among others.  34   Attendees at 

the Macy conferences drew inspiration from cybernetics’ encouragement of the use of 

common metaphors to describe biological and mechanical systems and took this in-

novation back to their home disciplines. 

 In 1956 W. Ross Ashby, a British psychiatrist and Macy conference attendee, wrote 

that one of the greatest contributions of cybernetics was that it provided a vocabu-

lary and a set of concepts that scientists could use to describe biological, mechani-

cal, and social systems. Cybernetics “is likely to reveal a great number of interesting 

and suggestive parallelisms between machine and brain and society,” Ashby pre-

dicted. “And it can provide the common language by which discoveries in one 

branch can readily be made use of in the others.”  35   To Ashby and others, including 

Beer, cybernetics held promise as a universal language for science and a field with the 

power to illuminate new commonalities in the behavior of animate and inanimate 

systems. 
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 Cybernetic approaches quickly spread outside academia and influenced U.S. gov-

ernment efforts to quantify the social in the 1950s and 1960s, albeit in different ways 

from those pursued by the Chilean government in the early 1970s. Institutions such 

as MIT and the defense think tank RAND applied techniques from cybernetics and op-

erations research to managing complex social and organizational problems. At RAND 

these techniques were merged with fields such as game theory, probability, statistics, 

and econometrics to arrive at a more general theory of “systems analysis.”  36   RAND 

systems analysts sought to quantify the world by remaking complex social and politi-

cal phenomena into a series of equations whose variables could be fed to an electronic 

computer. Such equations formed the backbone of mathematical models that, once 

transformed into software code, could process these variables and be used to predict 

future system behavior under conditions of uncertainty. 

 Such computer- based systems proliferated in the U.S. defense community in the 

1950s and 1960s, often with the help of scientists from RAND and MIT, and formed 

part of U.S. efforts for top- down command and control. The SAGE (Semi- Automatic 

Ground Environment) air defense system is perhaps the most frequently cited example 

of such a system in the literature of the history of computing. Designed to locate 

hostile aircraft flying in U.S. airspace, SAGE used real- time radar data to calculate the 

future position of an enemy aircraft. Paul Edwards, a historian of computing, credits 

the SAGE system as the first application of computers “to large- scale problems of real- 

time  control ” rather than for information and data processing.  37   Systems analysis and 

computer modeling also played important roles in formulating strategies used by the 

U.S. government during the Vietnam War. These approaches allowed the government 

to compile detailed quantitative maps of the political climate in different regions of 

Vietnam and use these data to guide U.S. wartime tactics. Secretary of Defense Robert S. 

McNamara championed these so- called scientific approaches and used them to create 

what he believed to be objective policies that emphasized cost effectiveness and cen-

tralized decision making.  38   

 The U.S. civilian sector also adopted techniques from systems analysis. Fields such 

as geography, political science, and urban planning adopted quantitative modeling 

practices that drew from systems analysis, cybernetics, and operations research.  39   These 

quantitative approaches seemed to give policy makers a way to predict the behavior of 

complex systems, reduce uncertainty in policy making, improve centralized planning, 

and ground policy decisions in numerical data. In her study of defense intellectuals 

in urban planning, historian Jennifer Light notes that the Pittsburgh Department of 

City Planning pioneered the use of computer modeling, systems analysis, and cyber-

netics for urban renewal projects in the early 1960s. Pittsburgh city planners drew 

explicitly from the work of defense intellectuals at RAND and elsewhere and used 

these approaches to predict future city processes, such as determining residential pat-

terns. In New York City, Mayor John V. Lindsay (1966–1973) used systems analysis 
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to transform city management practices and, with RAND, created the New York City 

RAND Institute in 1969. Lindsay’s view of the city as an information system spurred 

the creation of computerized data systems to increase data sharing among city de-

partments and centralize decision making and control, although such efforts did not 

succeed in cutting city operating expenses nor, as Light observes, did they make life 

noticeably better for city residents.  40   Beer’s computerized system for economic manage-

ment in Chile was later compared with these contemporaneous efforts taking place in 

New York City.  41   

 Increased levels of military funding on university campuses, and the elevated 

position of science and engineering after World War II, encouraged academic social 

scientists to adopt these quantitative approaches and raised their profile in the U.S. 

academy. These approaches have subsequently been criticized for oversimplifying the 

dynamics of social systems and for encouraging policy makers, academics, and Wall 

Street bankers to place too much trust in numbers. In addition, critics have pointed out 

that quantitative approaches encourage top- down management hierarchies that have 

grafted the structure and culture of the military onto the civilian agencies, businesses, 

and institutions of a democracy.  42   

 Cybernetic ideas helped shape these quantitative systems- oriented approaches to 

modeling social systems. In the U.S. context, cybernetics has a clear historical link 

to military engineering activities and what historian Paul Edwards calls the “closed- 

world” discourse of command and control.  43   But that is not the entire story of cyber-

netics in the United States or elsewhere. In her study of metaphor in twentieth- century 

biology, Evelyn Fox Keller asserts that viewing “cybersciences” such as cybernetics, 

information theory, systems analysis, operations research, and computer science as 

only “extending the regime of wartime power, of command- control- communication, 

to the civilian domain” is oversimplistic and one- dimensional. Keller instead argues 

that the cybersciences also emerged as a way to embrace complexity and “in response 

to the increasing impracticality of conventional power regimes.”  44   This is especially 

true in the history of British cybernetics and is highly evident in Stafford Beer’s work 

on management cybernetics. 

 Management Cybernetics 

 British cybernetics, as practiced by Beer, differed from the U.S. approach in significant 

ways. In his book  The Cybernetic Brain , Andrew Pickering distinguishes British cybernet-

ics (as represented by the careers of Beer, Ashby, Grey Walter, Gregory Bateson, R. D. 

Laing, and Gordon Pask) from the better- known story of cybernetics in the United 

States, which is often tied to the career of Norbert Wiener and Wiener’s military re-

search at MIT during the Second World War. Pickering notes that British cybernetics 

was tied primarily to psychiatry, not military engineering, and focused on the brain.  45   
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 According to Pickering, British cyberneticians such as Beer did not view the brain 

as an organ that created representations of the world or knowledge. Instead, they saw 

it as an “embodied organ, intrinsically tied into bodily performances.”  46   This “cyber-

netic brain” allowed the body to do things in the world and, above all, to adapt to its 

environment. As Pickering writes, “The cybernetic brain was not representational but 

 performative . . .  and its role in performance was  adaptation .”  47   This idea of the performa-

tive brain shaped Beer’s approach to complex systems and his ideas about management 

cybernetics. 

 Indeed Beer’s work bears the hallmarks of British cybernetics as described by Picker-

ing. Beer studied and worked in psychiatry, and he made frequent references to the 

field in his writings. He often used metaphors from neuroscience, including references 

to the brain and its behavior, to illustrate and support his approach to management. 

He embraced complexity, emphasized holism, and did not try to describe the complex 

systems he studied, biological or social, in their entirety. To put it another way, Beer 

was more interested in studying how systems behaved in the real world than in creat-

ing exact representations of how they functioned. Furthermore, he was centrally con-

cerned with developing mechanisms to help these systems self- regulate and survive. 

He stressed that cybernetics and operations research should drive action, not create 

mathematical models of increasing complexity and exactitude.  48   

 Beer’s emphasis on action over mathematical precision set him apart from many of 

his peers in the academic operations research community who, Beer believed, privi-

leged mathematical abstraction over problem solving.  49   It also set him apart from Wie-

ner, who saw cybernetics as ill- suited for the study of social systems because they could 

not generate the long- term data sets under the constant conditions that his statistical 

prediction techniques required.  50   

 Beer’s management cybernetics cast the company as an organism struggling to sur-

vive within a changing external environment. He wrote, “The company is certainly 

not alive, but it has to behave very much like a living organism. It is essential to the 

company that it develops techniques for survival in a changing environment: it must 

adapt itself to its economic, commercial, social and political surroundings and learn 

from experience.”  51   These techniques included building statistical mechanisms that 

showed managers how the company had reacted to earlier environmental changes so 

that the manager might better position the business to adapt to future fluctuations and 

upheavals. Cybernetic management prioritized the long- term survival of the company 

over the short- term goals of any one department. This attention to overall survival 

reinforced the importance of holistic management and of Beer’s conviction that effec-

tive management functioned like the human nervous system. Most companies of his 

time divided their operations into departments that oversaw the company’s activities 

in assigned areas and dealt with the problems that arose in these areas. Beer believed 

that this fragmented, reductionist approach could result in decisions that benefited a 
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particular department in the short term but that moved the company toward a greater 

instability in the long term. Creating the kind of holistic, adaptive system that in Beer’s 

mind functioned like the human nervous system required a different approach to the 

problem of control. 

 Adaptive Control 

 The idea of control is commonly associated with domination. Beer offered a different 

definition: he defined control as self- regulation, or the ability of a system to adapt to 

internal and external changes and survive. This alternative approach to control re-

sulted in multiple misunderstandings of Beer’s work, and he was repeatedly criticized 

for using computers to create top- down control systems that his detractors equated 

with authoritarianism and the loss of individual freedom. Such criticisms extended to 

the design of Project Cybersyn, but, as this book illustrates, they were to some extent 

ill- informed. To fully grasp how Beer approached the control problem requires a brief 

introduction to his cybernetic vocabulary. 

 Beer was primarily concerned with the study of “exceedingly complex systems,” 

or “systems so involved that they are indescribable in detail.”  52   He contrasted exceed-

ingly complex systems with simple but dynamic systems such as a window catch, 

which has few components and interconnections, and complex systems, which have a 

greater number of components and connections but can be described in considerable 

detail (  figure 1.2 ). Beer classified the operation of a computer or the laws of the visible 

universe as complex systems. Examples of exceedingly complex systems included the 

economy, the company, or the brain; such systems defied the limits of reductionist 

 Figure 1.2 

 Simple, complex, and exceedingly complex systems. Reprinted from Stafford Beer,  Cybernetics 

and Management , 2nd ed. (London: English Universities Press, 1967), 18. Image reproduced with 

permission from Constantin Malik. 
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mathematical analysis. The behavior of exceedingly complex systems could not be 

predicted with perfect accuracy, but it could be studied probabilistically. You could 

have a good idea of what such a system might do, but you could never be one hundred 

percent certain. 

  In Beer’s opinion, traditional science did a good job of handling simple and complex 

systems but fell short in its ability to describe, let alone regulate, exceedingly complex 

systems. Cybernetics, Beer argued, could provide tools for understanding and control-

ling these exceedingly complex systems and help these systems adapt to problems 

yet unknown. The trick was to “black- box” parts of the system without losing the key 

characteristics of the original.  53   

 The idea of the black box originated in electrical engineering and referred to a sealed 

box whose contents are hidden but that can receive an electrical input and whose 

output the engineer can observe. By varying the input and observing the output, the 

engineer can discern something about the contents of the box without ever seeing its 

inner workings. Black- boxing parts of an exceedingly complex system preserved the 

behavior of the original but did not require the observer to create an exact representa-

tion of how the system worked. Beer believed that it is possible to regulate exceedingly 

complex systems without fully understanding their inner workings, asserting, “It is not 

necessary to enter the black box to understand the nature of the function it performs” 

or to grasp the range of the subsystem’s behaviors.  54   In other words, it is more impor-

tant to grasp what things do than to understand fully how they work. To regulate the 

behavior of such a system requires a regulator that has as much flexibility as the system 

it wishes to control and that can respond to and regulate all behaviors of subsystems 

that have been black- boxed. 

 Creating such a regulator is extremely difficult. Imagine, for example, an exceed-

ingly complex system such as a national economy. It has many component parts, in-

cluding factories, suppliers of energy and raw materials, and a labor force, all of which 

are intricately configured and mutually dependent. Each component can assume a 

range of states or, as Ashby puts it, “a well- defined condition or property that can be 

recognized if it occurs again.”  55   For instance, a factory may constitute one subsystem 

in the example of the national economy. This factory may have a level of production 

output that typically falls within a certain range. However, a labor strike could bring 

production to a halt. Oil prices could increase and cause a significant rise in transporta-

tion costs for the factory and negatively affect a range of economic activities through-

out the country. In short, the factory can assume a great number of states, only a subset 

of which is desired. Beer refers to the total number of possible states as the “variety” 

of a system. In the example given here, each factory can pass through a wide array of 

states. Once these and other components of the economy are connected, the over-

arching system (the national economy) can assume an even greater number of states, 

or have a higher variety. 
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 Controlling an exceedingly complex system with high variety therefore requires a 

regulator that can react to and govern every one of these potential states, or, to put 

it another way, respond to the variety of the system. “Often one hears the optimistic 

demand: ‘give me a simple control system; one that cannot go wrong,’ ” Beer writes. 

“The trouble with such ‘simple’ controls is that they have insufficient variety to cope 

with the variety in the environment. . . . Only variety in the control mechanism can 

deal successfully with variety in the system controlled.”  56   This last observation—that 

only variety can control variety—is the essence of Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety and 

a fundamental principle in Beer’s cybernetic work.  57   

 The Law of Requisite Variety makes intuitive sense: it is impossible to truly control 

another unless you can respond to all attempts at subversion. This makes it extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, to control an exceedingly complex system if control is de-

fined as domination. History is filled with instances of human beings’ trying to exert 

control over nature, biology, and other human beings—efforts that have failed because 

of their limited variety. Many of the most powerful medicines cannot adapt to all per-

mutations of a disease. Recent work in the sociology of science has positioned Beer’s 

idea of control in contrast to the modernist ethos of many science and engineering 

endeavors, which have sought to govern ecosystems, bodily functions, and natural 

topographies. Despite the many successes associated with such projects, these efforts 

at control still have unexpected, and sometimes undesirable, results.  58   

 Beer challenged the common definition of control as domination, which he viewed 

as authoritarian and oppressive and therefore undesirable. It was also “naïve, primi-

tive and ridden with an almost retributive idea of causality.” What people viewed as 

control, Beer continued, was nothing more than “a crude process of coercion,” an 

observation that emphasized the individual agency of the entity being controlled.  59   

Instead of using science to dominate the outside world, scientists should focus on 

identifying the equilibrium conditions among subsystems and developing regulators 

to help the overall system reach its natural state of stability. Beer emphasized creating 

lateral communication channels among the different subsystems so that the changes in 

one subsystem could be absorbed by changes in the others.  60   This approach, he argued, 

took advantage of the flexibility of each subsystem. Instead of creating a regulator to fix 

the behavior of each subsystem, he found ways to couple subsystems together so that 

they could respond to each other and adapt. Such adaptive couplings helped maintain 

the stability of the overall system. 

 Beer called the natural state of system stability  homeostasis .  61   The term refers to the 

ability of a system to withstand disturbances in its external environment through its 

own dynamic self- regulation, such as that achieved by coupling subsystems to one 

another. Beer argued that reaching homeostasis is crucial to the survival of any system, 

whether it is mechanical, biological, or social. Control through homeostasis rather 

than through domination gives the system greater flexibility and facilitated adaptation, 
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Beer argued. He therefore proposed an alternative idea of control, which he defined 

as “a homeostatic machine for regulating itself.”  62   In a 1969 speech before the United 

Nations Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization, Beer stated that the “sensible 

course for the manager is not to try to change the system’s internal behavior . . .  but to 

change its structure —so that its natural systemic behavior becomes different. All of this 

says that management is not so much part of the system managed as it is the system’s 

own designer.”  63   In other words, cybernetic management as described by Beer looked 

for ways to redesign the structure of a company or state enterprise so that it would 

naturally tend toward stability and the desired behavior. 

 In addition, cybernetic management sought to create a balance between horizontal 

and vertical forms of communication and control. Because changes in one subsystem 

could be absorbed and adapted to by changes in others (via lateral communication), 

each subsystem retained the ability to change its behavior, within certain limits, with-

out threatening the overall stability of the system and could do so without direction 

from the vertical chain of command. To look at it another way, cybernetic manage-

ment approached the control problem in a way that preserved a degree of freedom and 

autonomy for the parts without sacrificing the stability of the whole. 

 The first edition of Beer’s 1959 book  Cybernetics and Management  did not make many 

references to computer technology, although the book’s description of a cybernetic 

factory includes several tasks suitable for large- scale data processing, among them the 

generation of statistical data to predict the future behavior of the company. The second 

edition of the text, published eight years later in 1967, includes a postscript—“Progress 

to the Cybernetic Firm”—and a section dedicated to the misuse of computers in indus-

try. (Beer often objected to how businesses and government offices used computers.) 

 Mainframe computer technology entered the business world during the 1950s and 

1960s, primarily as a means of increasing the speed and volume of data processing. 

Beer argued that most applications simply automated existing procedures and opera-

tions within the company instead of taking advantage of the new capabilities offered 

by computer technology to envision new forms of organization and better methods of 

management. Applied differently, computer technology could help organize the parts 

of the business into a better- functioning whole and allow companies to focus on the 

future instead of compiling pages of data that documented past performance. Comput-

ers did not need to reinforce existing management hierarchies and procedures; instead, 

they could bring about structural transformation within a company and help it form 

new communications channels, generate and exchange information dynamically, and 

decrease the time required for those in the company to make an informed decision. In 

short, Beer believed that computer technology, used differently, could help implement 

cybernetic approaches to management.  64   His focus was not on creating more advanced 

machines but rather on using existing computer technologies to develop more ad-

vanced systems of organization. 
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 Cybernetics and Chilean Socialism 

 Beer’s ideas on management cybernetics resembled the Chilean approach to demo-

cratic socialism. First, Allende and Popular Unity, like Beer, wanted to make structural 

changes and wanted them to happen quickly. However, they needed to carry out these 

changes in a way that did not threaten the stability of existing democratic institutions. 

Second, Allende and his government, Popular Unity, did not want to impose these 

changes on the Chilean people from above. The government wanted change to occur 

within a democratic framework and in a way that preserved civil liberties and respected 

dissenting voices. Chilean democratic socialism, like management cybernetics, thus 

wanted to find a balance between centralized control and individual freedom. Third, 

the Chilean government needed to develop ways to manage the growing national 

economy, and industrial management constituted one of Beer’s core areas of expertise. 

In the next chapter I will explore how Beer’s approach to industrial management ad-

dressed the goals of Allende’s economic program and, in particular, the government’s 

emphasis on raising national production. For now it is sufficient to say that Beer’s work 

in cybernetics was exploring some of the same issues as Chilean socialism, although 

Beer was working in the domain of science rather than politics. This common concep-

tual ground motivated Flores to contact Beer. But how this connection occurred is a 

story of historical contingency, and it requires stepping back in time to the early 1960s. 

 By 1961 Beer had achieved an international reputation in Europe and the United 

States. Around 1962, when he was codirector of SIGMA, the director of Chile’s steel 

industry requested SIGMA’s services. Beer refused to go himself—he had never been 

to South America, and his hectic schedule made the lengthy transit time seem unrea-

sonable—but he put together a team of English and Spanish employees to travel to 

Chile in his place. SIGMA’s work in the Chilean steel industry had gradually expanded 

to include the railways. Because the amount of work was large, the SIGMA team in 

Chile often hired students to pick up the slack. Among them was the young Fernando 

Flores, who then was studying industrial engineering at the Catholic University in 

Santiago. 

 Flores was born in 1943 in the town of Talca, which is located south of the Chilean 

capital city of Santiago. His father was a railroad engineer, and his mother owned a 

small lumber company. He was a good student with a quick mind and ability for math-

ematics. Although Flores did not know what he wanted to do with his life, he realized 

that becoming an engineer was “a big deal,” and so he applied to the School of Engi-

neering at the prestigious Catholic University and was accepted. In a 2003 interview he 

speculated that he may have been the first in his family to receive a university educa-

tion.  65   Flores’s discovery of cybernetics and of Beer resulted from a particular series of 

personal connections, work experiences, and political changes that occurred outside his 

formal university education. Within the university Flores studied operations research 
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with Arnoldo Hax, the director of the school of engineering at the Catholic University 

(1963–1964) who later accepted a professorship at MIT’s Sloan School of Management. 

 Because Flores was trained in operations research, SIGMA hired him to work on the 

contract for Chilean railways. It was then that he discovered  Cybernetics and Manage-

ment , a book he describes as “visionary.” Flores graduated in 1968 with a degree in 

industrial engineering. After graduation he visited Hax in the United States, and some-

one serendipitously passed him a copy of Beer’s second book,  Decision and Control . “I 

found this book to be better than the others,” Flores said, “more concrete, more clear, 

intriguing. I found that [Beer] had a great mind for these kinds of things. Different from 

the others, who always thought that operations research was connected with tech-

niques. They didn’t have the core, and I was looking for the core. . . . Always.” Flores 

was drawn to the connective, philosophical foundation that cybernetics offered and 

that Beer articulated. Flores believed that Beer’s approach to management was the best 

around.  66   

 From 1968 to 1970 Flores served as the academic director of the engineering school 

at the Catholic University, although his duties gradually expanded to include activities 

throughout the university. The university reform movement was under way during 

this period, and Flores oversaw many changes in the university’s engineering curricu-

lum, including efforts to increase community involvement with university activities. 

Like many of his contemporaries, Flores was active in academic and political circles. 

In 1969 a group of young intellectuals at the Catholic University, including Flores, 

broke from the Christian Democratic Party and established the Movement of Popular 

Unitary Action (MAPU), a small political party of young intellectuals who were criti-

cal of the centrist Christian Democrats and Chilean president Eduardo Frei Montalva 

(1964–1970); they aligned themselves with the Communists and Socialists of the leftist 

Popular Unity coalition. The addition of the MAPU to Popular Unity, combined with 

the inability of the right and the Christian Democrats to form a winning coalition, 

contributed to the Socialist Allende’s narrow victory in the 1970 presidential election. 

 As an acknowledgment of Flores’s political loyalty and technical competency, the Al-

lende government appointed Flores the general technical manager of the Corporación 

de Fomento de la Producción (CORFO), the State Development Corporation, which 

Allende charged with nationalizing Chilean industry. Flores held the third- highest po-

sition within the agency, the highest position held there by a member of the MAPU, 

and the management position most directly linked to the daily regulation of the na-

tionalized factories.  67   

 Flores remembered Beer’s writings and thought that the ideas found in his manage-

ment cybernetics overlapped with the political ideas of the Chilean road to socialism, 

in that Chilean democratic socialism was struggling with the question of “how to com-

bine the autonomy of individuals with the [needs of the] community.” From his per-

spective in CORFO, Flores felt that the government was “paying pure lip service” to this 
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question and had “nothing concrete” that could be put into practice. Flores believed 

that Beer might give the government a way to turn its political ideology into practice.  68   

 Flores also had the financial and political resources to bring Beer to Chile in or-

der to apply his expertise to the Chilean economy. “When I came to CORFO,” Flores 

said, “I found that I had the small amount of power that I needed to do something 

bigger.” He decided to use part of that power to bring Beer to Chile. Few in Chile, 

outside academia, knew of cybernetics, and management cybernetics was even more 

obscure. Flores’s decision to approach Beer was well outside mainstream thinking at the 

development agency. Darío Pavez, then its general manager and Flores’s boss, report-

edly viewed Flores’s decision to recruit Beer as crazy. However, he decided to give Flores 

leeway because he recognized Flores’s value to CORFO.  69   It also helped that Flores was 

a very persuasive individual despite his youth. He expressed his ideas passionately and 

was not afraid to ruffle feathers to get things done. He was also large physically; Beer 

later described the young engineer as a bear. In addition, Flores had a sharp mind and 

strong personality. 

 Flores was drawn to Beer’s work because of the connection he saw between cybernet-

ics and socialism. Flores’s personality and position in the government allowed him to 

transform these conceptual commonalities into a real collaboration. 

 Beer’s New Models 

 Flores did not know that Beer’s interest in how to use cybernetics for social change had 

increased in the late 1960s and early 1970s, as had his commitment to improving gov-

ernment effectiveness by developing ways to change its structure. In 1970 alone, Beer 

delivered ten public lectures that he referred to as “arguments of change.”  70   He later 

published these lectures in his fifth book,  Platform for Change  (1975). 

 In addition, Beer had been working on two innovative—but potentially related—

models of systems organization: the Liberty Machine and the Viable System Model. The 

Liberty Machine (1970) was a new kind of technological system for government ad-

ministration. Beer argued that such a system could be built without using cutting- edge 

technology and that it could help government offices minimize bureaucracy and adapt 

to crises. Beer spent 1971 finalizing the Viable System Model, a general model that he 

believed balanced centralized and decentralized forms of control in organizations. He 

argued that it could be applied to a range of organizations, including government. 

From Beer’s perspective, both the Liberty Machine and the Viable System Model could 

be applied to address the tension between top- down and bottom- up decision making 

in Chilean socialism and the challenges Chile faced as a developing nation with limited 

technological resources. Thus, the invitation from Flores was not only a chance for Beer 

to apply his cybernetic ideas on a national scale but also a consulting opportunity that 

aligned perfectly with the cybernetician’s intellectual trajectory. 
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 The Liberty Machine 

 Beer presented his idea for a Liberty Machine in a 1970 keynote address to the Con-

ference on the Environment organized by the American Society for Cybernetics in 

Washington, D.C. An edited version of this text later appeared in a 1971 edition of 

the journal  Futures  and later in  Platform for Change . In the address Beer described gov-

ernment as an “elaborate and ponderous” machine that has such “immense inertia” 

that changing government organization seems to require “destroying the machinery 

of the state and going through a phase of anarchy.”  71   Ineffective organization had 

serious long- term implications and limited government efficacy to act in the present 

and plan for the future.  72   Therefore, Beer argued that government institutions needed 

to change and that this could be accomplished without the chaos of destroying the 

existing state. 

 The Liberty Machine modeled a sociotechnical system that functioned as a dis-

seminated network, not a hierarchy; it treated information, not authority, as the basis 

for action, and operated in close to real time to facilitate instant decision making and 

eschew bureaucratic protocols. Beer contended that this design promoted action over 

bureaucratic practice and prevented top- down tyranny by creating a distributed net-

work of shared information. The Liberty Machine distributed decision making across 

different government offices, but it also required all subordinate offices to limit their 

actions so as not to threaten the survival of the overall organization, in this case, a gov-

ernment. The Liberty Machine thus achieved the balance between centralized control 

and individual freedom that had characterized Beer’s earlier work. 

 Beer posited that such a Liberty Machine could create a government where “com-

petent information is free to act,” meaning that once government officials become 

aware of a problem, they could address it quickly; expert knowledge, not bureaucratic 

politics, would guide policy. However, Beer did not critically explore what constitutes 

“competent information” or how cybernetics might resolve disagreements within the 

scientific community or within other communities of expertise. Moreover, it is not 

clear how he separated bureaucracy from a system of checks and balances that might 

slow action but prevent abuse. 

 Beer envisioned that the physical Liberty Machine would consist of a series of op-

erations rooms that received real- time information from the different systems being 

monitored and used computers to “distil the information content.”  73   The people inside 

these rooms, whom Beer described as “responsible officials answerable to constitu-

tional masters,” would use this information to run simulations and generate hypoth-

eses about future system behavior. Color television screens would be used to display 

data to these officials. 

 The image of a futuristic operations room would come to define Project Cybersyn. 

Beer’s interest in building such rooms has an interesting etiology. Beer came of age 

during World War II, and the successful use of operations research techniques by the 
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British armed forces during the war left a lasting impression on him. In a 2001 inter-

view, Beer said that through his work at SIGMA he “was trying to change industry and 

government in the same way the army, navy and air force had been changed by mak-

ing mathematical models and other kinds of models” during World War II. The image 

of the war room that Winston Churchill used to direct and control the complexities 

of the British war effort also deeply impressed Beer. In his 1968 book  Management Sci-

ence , Beer argues, “The ‘Battle of Britain’ in World War II was successful only because 

it could be directed, from moment to moment, from this central control headquarters 

near London. This was made possible by information gathering and communication 

techniques unknown a few years previously.”  74   In his 1970 inaugural address as the 

new president of the British Operational Research Society, Beer eluded to the battle 

encounters “spread out on a vast map in the war- time Operations Room” as a success-

ful governing technique that had worked for Churchill and the British armed forces 

and that could be a cornerstone for cybernetic government. “I envision a government 

operations center,” Beer said, “laid out on comparable lines, relating the pieces of the 

national problem in an integral way. Industrial managements could have this room if 

they wanted it; so could a new kind of Cabinet Office.”  75   By 1971 Beer had concluded 

that governments did not necessarily need access to the most cutting- edge technol-

ogies to construct such a system. A “tool of this potency could be forged by anyone 

commanding adequate resources,” who could then “take virtual control of affairs,” Beer 

wrote.  76   The Liberty Machine, a distributed decision- making apparatus of operations 

rooms connected by real- time information- sharing channels, was a proposal waiting 

for a government to take a chance on its implementation. 

 The Viable System Model 

 The Viable System Model is one of the most central and enduring concepts in all of 

Beer’s work. It was the subject of three of his ten books on cybernetics, and Beer wrote 

in 1984 that he had been on a quest to explain “how systems are viable” since the 

1950s.  77   Beer first presented the Viable System Model in his fourth book,  Brain of the 

Firm  (1972), but the model was almost fully formed by the time Flores contacted him in 

July 1971. In  Brain of the Firm , Beer defines a viable system as “a system that survives. It 

coheres; it is integral. It is homeostatically balanced both internally and externally, but 

has none the less [ sic ] mechanisms and opportunities to grow and to learn, to evolve 

and to adapt—to become more and more potent in its environment.”  78   By the mid- 

1980s Beer had refined this definition even further to create a system that is “capable 

of independent existence.”  79   Here I describe the Viable System Model as Beer described 

it in  Brain of the Firm , supplemented with commentary from some of his later works, 

to enable the reader to understand the system as it was presented to the Chilean team. 

However, since the model evolved in Beer’s subsequent work, the description presented 

here is not identical to the one used today.  80   
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 The Viable System Model offered a management structure for the regulation of ex-

ceedingly complex systems. It was based on Beer’s understanding of how the human 

nervous system functioned, and it applied these insights more generally to the behav-

ior of organizations such as a company, government, or factory.  81   Though Beer would 

later describe Allende’s Chile as the “most significant and large- scale” application of 

the Viable System Model, it was also a testing ground for the model, which in size and 

scope Beer was never able to equal.  82   

 In its full form the Viable System Model is complex; what follows is only a brief 

description of some of its general principles. Despite the model’s biological origins, 

Beer maintained that the abstraction of the structure could be applied in numerous 

contexts, including the firm, the body, and the state. In keeping with Beer’s emphasis 

on performance rather than representation, it was not a model that accurately repre-

sented what these systems were; rather, it was a model that described how these sys-

tems behaved. The Viable System Model functioned recursively: the parts of a viable 

system were also viable, and their behavior could be described using the Viable System 

Model. Beer explains: “The whole is always encapsulated in each part. . . . This is a les-

son learned from biology where we find the genetic blue- print of the whole organism 

in every cell.”  83   Thus, Beer maintained that the state, the company, the worker, and the 

cell all exhibit the same series of structural relationships. 

 The Viable System Model devised ways to promote vertical  and  lateral communica-

tion. It offered a balance between centralized and decentralized control that prevented 

both the tyranny of authoritarianism and the chaos of total freedom. Beer considered 

viable systems to be largely self- organizing. Therefore, the model sought to maximize 

the autonomy of its component parts so that they could organize themselves as they 

saw fit. At the same time, it retained channels for vertical control to maintain the stabil-

ity of the whole system. These aspects of the Viable System Model shaped the design of 

Project Cybersyn and provide another illustration of how Beer and Popular Unity were 

exploring similar approaches to the problem of control. 

 The Viable System Model consisted of five tiers that Beer based on the human ner-

vous system.  84   As in Beer’s other work, the model black- boxed much of the system’s 

complexity into subsystems. The model also established channels of communica-

tion that coupled these subsystems to one another. This allowed them to share in-

formation, adapt to one another and the outside world, and keep the entire system 

stable. 

   Figure 1.3  provides a biological rendering of Beer’s five- tier system, but in its most 

basic form the Viable System Model resembles a flow chart. In his writings Beer switches 

freely among metaphors drawn from organizations, organisms, and machines when 

describing each of the system’s five levels. These different metaphors helped him to 

communicate his ideas to his reader, emphasize the ideas’ scientific origin, and stress 

that biological, social, and mechanical systems shared similar characteristics. Beer first 
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 Figure 1.3 

 Viable System Model (biological). Reprinted from Stafford Beer,  Brain of the Firm: The Managerial 

Cybernetics of Organization , 2nd ed. (New York: J. Wiley, 1981), 131. Image reproduced with per-

mission from Constantin Malik. 
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described the model in its biological form, which I present here. I will later explore how 

Beer mapped the model onto Chilean industrial production. 

  Beer referred to System One of the Viable System Model as the sensory level. It 

consisted of the limbs and bodily organs (such as the lungs, heart, or kidneys). Be-

cause members of System One are in contact with their environment, they are able 

to respond to local conditions and behave in an “essentially autonomous” manner, 

although they are regulated to behave in ways that ensure the stability of the entire 

body. For example, our kidneys and heart, when working properly, automatically ad-

just to the surrounding conditions. Under normal conditions our breathing also hap-

pens automatically without conscious thought. Beer asserted that in most instances, 

our body parts are capable of regulating their own behavior. However, changes in the 

behavior of one organ may affect the operating environment, and thus the behavior, 

of other body parts. 

 System Two acts as a cybernetic spinal cord. It enables rapid lateral communication 

among the different body parts and organs so that they can coordinate their actions 

and adapt to one another’s behavior. “Each organ of the body,” writes Beer, “would be 

isolated on its lateral axis if it were not for the arrangement of each organ’s own con-

troller into a cohesive set of such controllers—which we have called System Two.”  85   

System Two also filters information from System One and passes the most important 

information upward to System Three. Given its name, System Two seems to be hier-

archically above System One, but Beer insisted that it was not; instead, he countered, 

System Two should be seen as a service to System One. The Viable System Model did 

not impose a hierarchical form of management in a traditional sense. The dynamic 

communication between System One and System Two enabled a form of adaptive man-

agement that was made possible by rapid information exchange, coordinated action, 

and shared understanding.  86   

 System Three (which Beer equated to the pons, medulla, and cerebellum of the 

brain) monitors the behavior of each organ (System One), as well as the organs’ collec-

tive interaction, and works to keep the body functioning properly under normal condi-

tions. In management terms, Beer later described System Three as being “responsible 

for the  internal  and  immediate  functions of the enterprise: its ‘here- and- now,’ day- to- day 

management.”  87   Because System Three has access to the macroscopic picture of what is 

going on at the lower levels, it can help coordinate System One actions to maintain the 

overall stability of the body or the enterprise. Beer described System Three as belonging 

to “the vertical command axis”; it is a “transmitter of policy and special instructions,” 

and “a receiver of information about the internal environment.”  88   However, System 

Three does not receive data on all aspects of System One’s operation, only the informa-

tion deemed most important. This filtering allows System Three to grasp the totality 

of what is taking place without being overwhelmed by minutiae. Periodic audits of 

System One behavior allow System Three to make sure it is not losing important details 
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to this filtering process.  89   System Three also filters the wealth of information it receives 

from the lower systems and directs only the most important information upward to 

System Four. 

 As “the biggest switch,” System Four (which Beer equated to a combination of the 

diencephalon, basal ganglia, and the third ventricle of the brain) provides the vital 

link between voluntary and involuntary control.  90   It permits filtered information from 

System Three to flow upward and alert System Five (the cerebral cortex). It also permits 

System Five to send directives downward to System Three and modify behavior at the 

lower levels. Thus, System Four allows the lower levels to retain their autonomy under 

normal circumstances, but it also permits System Five to intervene in these activities if 

the need arises. Long- term planning also resides in System Four. It is connected to the 

outside world and monitors the environment, continually searching for signals that 

adaption or new learning must take place. In the biological version of the model, this 

is where the brain considers the environment external to the body and the future ac-

tion the body should take. Beer lamented that many companies relied solely on System 

Three, day- to- day management, and did not create a proper System Four dedicated to 

their future development. Beer coupled System Four to System Three; just as the infor-

mation from day- to- day management was necessary for future planning, long- term and 

medium- term plans could also affect daily management decisions. Therefore Beer did 

not see System Four as the boss of System Three but rather as its partner in an ongoing 

conversation. On a technological level, Beer envisioned System Four as an operations 

room akin to the rooms that formed part of his proposed Liberty Machine. 

 System Five is the final level of the model. Just as the cerebral cortex interconnects 

millions of neurons with one another, System Five does not consist of a single man-

ager, Beer maintained. Rather, it consists of a group of managers who communicate 

vertically to their immediate superiors and subordinates, laterally to managers who 

are outside their formal hierarchy, and diagonally to managers who are several levels 

above their position but outside the chain of command. Beer calls this arrangement 

a “multinode” and argues that this redundant system of interconnectedness increases 

viability by eliminating errors caused by misinformation, incomplete information, or 

poor judgment and thereby minimizes the deleterious effects of centralization. System 

Five also resolves conflicts between System Three and System Four, and maintains the 

identity and coherence of the entire organism. 

 The Viable System Model draws a distinction between the bottom three levels of the 

system, which govern daily operations, and the upper two levels of management, which 

determine future development and the overall direction of the enterprise. Because the 

lower three levels manage day- to- day activities and filter upward only the most impor-

tant information, the upper two levels are free to think about larger questions. In this 

sense, Beer’s model tackled the idea of information overload long before the Internet 

required us to wade into and make sense of an expanding sea of information. 
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 In an emergency System One (the organ or the limb) can immediately send a “cry of 

pain” up the vertical axis to System Three, Four, or Five. Beer called this cry of pain an “al-

gedonic signal.” Beer formed the term  algedonic  from two words,  algos , meaning “pain,” 

and  hedos , meaning “pleasure.” This signal alerted higher levels of management to a 

discrete event taking place in System One, information that might have been lost to filter-

ing or aggregated into a more comprehensive measure of system behavior. The algedonic 

signal allows higher management to communicate with System One, address the problem 

immediately, and thus minimize the effect of the emergency on the rest of the system. 

 The Viable System Model included communications channels to improve the re-

sponsiveness of top- down control mechanisms. More often, however, the model 

struck a balance between autonomy and collective good and encouraged the differ-

ent systems to communicate and dynamically adapt to one another. It proposed that 

self- organization, adaption, and learning were central to helping systems survive in a 

changing environment. 

 Management Cybernetics and Revolution 

 The tension inherent in Beer’s model between individual autonomy and the welfare 

of the collective organism mirrors the struggle between competing ideologies found in 

Allende’s democratic socialism. Allende’s interpretation of Marx’s writings emphasized 

the importance of respecting Chile’s existing democratic processes in bringing about 

socialist reform, a possibility that Marx alluded to but never realized.  91   In contrast to 

the centralized planning found in the Soviet Union, Allende’s articulation of socialism 

stressed a commitment to decentralized governance with worker participation in man-

agement, reinforcing his professed belief in individual freedoms. Yet he also acknowl-

edged that in the face of political plurality the government would favor the “interest of 

those who made their living by their own work” and that revolution should be brought 

about from above with a “firm guiding hand.”  92   

 Both Allende and Beer emphasize the importance of individual freedoms and the 

need for decentralization while recognizing situations in which, as Beer describes it, 

“the needs of one division must be sacrificed explicitly to the needs of other divi-

sions.”  93   Thus, the collective welfare of the state or the homeostasis of the system 

takes priority over the mechanisms devised to ensure autonomy, freedom, and liberty. 

According to Beer, this conflict of values can be resolved only at the top, a belief sup-

ported by Allende’s determination that the Chilean government would favor policies 

protecting the rights and interests of the workers, despite the legislative provisions that 

granted equal rights to the opposition. 

 Flores did not know about the Viable System Model when he contacted Beer. How-

ever, for Beer the similarity between the Viable System Model and Chilean socialism 

was not only professionally fortuitous, it also suggested that cybernetics could shed 

light on the internal dynamics of a political process and assist in its management. 
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 In October 1970, nine months before Beer heard from Flores, the cybernetician de-

livered an address in London titled “This Runaway World—Can Man Gain Control?” 

In this lecture Beer unknowingly foretold his coming involvement with the Allende 

government. Commenting that government in its present form could not adequately 

handle the complex challenges of modern society, Beer concluded: “What is needed is 

structural change. Nothing else will do. . . . The more I reflect on these facts, the more 

I perceive that the evolutionary approach to adaptation in social systems simply will 

not work any more. . . . It has therefore become clear to me over the years that I am 

advocating revolution.”  94   Beer added, “Do not let us have our revolution the hard way, 

whereby all that mankind has successfully built may be destroyed. We do not need to 

embark on the revolutionary process, with bombs and fire. But we must start with a 

genuinely revolutionary intention: to devise wholly new methods for handling our 

problems.”  95   Less than one year later, Beer would be in Chile helping a government 

accomplish exactly this. 

 Connecting Cybernetics and Socialism 

 The history of science and technology contains multiple instances of political ideas and 

ideologies that have influenced the practice and content of science as well as the design 

and use of technology.  96   However, I am making a different argument here: I am show-

ing the deep conceptual similarities between Beer’s work in management cybernetics 

and Popular Unity’s approach to democratic socialism. These similarities led Flores to 

believe that management cybernetics could help the Allende government understand 

and manage the political process it had set in motion. 

 Both Beer and Popular Unity were interested in making structural changes to exist-

ing organizations. Both were interested in finding ways to make these changes happen 

quickly while maintaining the stability of the overall organization. And both were 

interested in the problem of control but eschewed the idea of ruling with an iron fist. 

Instead, they wanted to find a balance between individual freedom and top- down con-

trol, a balance that preserved autonomy but recognized that maintaining the stability 

of a state or company may require limiting freedom or sacrificing the needs of some 

to the needs of others. 

 Such commonalities drew Flores to Beer. Beer’s emphasis on action grounded in sci-

entific rationality also appealed to the young Chilean. Timing played an important role 

in making this connection happen, since Flores’s letter reached Beer just when he had 

become increasingly interested in how to make government adaptive, via the Liberty 

Machine, so that it could respond to changing societal needs or crisis situations. Beer’s 

new thinking on management structures that embraced the tension between top- down 

and bottom- up decision making used that tension to increase the stability of the overall 

organization (the Viable System Model). 
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 These similarities were not a result of fully shared political convictions. Unlike 

Allende, Beer was not a Marxist. However, he did describe himself as a socialist on mul-

tiple occasions and reported voting for the British Labor Party. Although Beer did not 

specify where he positioned himself on the spectrum of British socialism, his position 

was closer to Fabian socialism, a British intellectual movement that favored a peaceful 

reformist approach to socialism (instead of revolutionary armed conflict) and that had 

influenced the formation of the Labor Party.  97   Beer thus would have been sympathetic 

to the aims of Chilean democratic socialism, even if he was not centrally concerned 

with Marxist ideas such as class struggle and even though he made a comfortable liv-

ing as an international management consultant. Such sympathies may have further 

increased Beer’s willingness to assist the Allende government. However, there is noth-

ing in Beer’s early writings to suggest that his approach to adaptive control was shaped 

by any political ideology. While Beer did believe that cybernetics and cyberneticians 

had the power to create a better world through the regulation of complexity, and had 

a social responsibility to do so, he was not a socialist revolutionary. 

 Therefore, what brought Flores and Beer together was not shared politics per se but 

rather conceptual commonalities in specific strains of scientific and political thought 

that Flores recognized and Beer appreciated. These conceptual similarities drew Beer 

and Flores together despite their different cultural and political convictions. This con-

nection was furthered by Beer’s enthusiasm to apply cybernetic thinking and opera-

tions research techniques in the domain of politics. 

 The resulting collaboration of Beer and Flores would spur the design of a technologi-

cal system that would reflect the distinguishing features of Chile’s revolutionary pro-

cess and bear the hallmarks of Beer’s cybernetic work. In the process, it would change 

the lives of both men. This unique merger of cybernetic curiosity and political necessity 

would lead to one of the most ambitious applications of cybernetics in history, Project 

Cybersyn. This project would tackle key problems in the design of political, techno-

logical, and organizational systems and address them through the design of a political 

technology. Project Cybersyn would undertake the questions of how to maintain the 

stability of a system while facilitating change, how to ensure the cohesion of the whole 

without sacrificing autonomy, and how to find a balance between vertical and lateral 

forms of communication. This project stemmed from a conviction that Beer and Flores 

shared in 1971, namely, that marrying management cybernetics to Chilean socialism 

could further political, economic, and social change in Chile. 

 




